Identifying measures on non-abelian groups and modules by their moments
  via reduction to a local problem by Sawin, Will
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IDENTIFYING MEASURES ON NON-ABELIAN GROUPS AND
MODULES BY THEIR MOMENTS VIA REDUCTION TO A LOCAL
PROBLEM
WILL SAWIN
Abstract. Work on generalizations of the Cohen-Lenstra [2] and Cohen-Martinet [3] heuris-
tics has drawn attention to probability measures on the space of isomorphism classes of
profinite groups. As is common in probability theory, it would be desirable to know that
these measures are determined by their moments, which in this context are the expected
number of surjections to a fixed finite group. We show a wide class of measures, including
those appearing in a recent paper of Liu, Wood, and Zurieck-Brown [7], have this property.
The method is to work “locally” with groups that are extensions of a fixed group by a
product of finite simple groups. This eventually reduces the problem to the case of powers
of a fixed finite simple group, which can be handled by a simple explicit calculation. We
can also prove a similar theorem for random modules over an algebra.
1. Introduction
The primary application of the methods of this paper is a new result in function field
number theory, which builds heavily on prior work in [7]. Thus, we begin by reviewing some
notation from [7]. Let Γ be a finite group. A Γ-group is a profinite group with a continuous
action of Γ.
Let Fq be a finite field of order q prime to |Γ|. A totally real Γ-extension K/Fq(t) is a Galois
extension K/Fq(t), totally split over ∞, together with an isomorphism Gal(K/Fq(t)) ∼= Γ.
For such a K, define K# to be the maximal everywhere unramified extension of K that
is totally split over ∞ and of order relatively prime to q(q − 1)|Γ|. Then Gal(K#/K) is a
Γ-group, with Γ acting by conjugation [7, Definition 2.1].
Let nK be the sum of the degrees of the primes in Fq(t) that ramify in K, and let EΓ(d, q)
be the set of totally real Γ-extensions K/Fq(T ) with nK = d.
We would like to study the distribution of Gal(K#/K) as a Γ-group. (This provides
a model for the distribution of the Galois groups of the maximal unramified extensions of
totally real Γ-extensions of Q - see [7] for more on this.) To do this, following [7], we consider
quotients of Gal(K#/K) that embed as a subquotient into a product of finite groups from
a fixed list. This is the analogue of studying the distribution of the class group by first
studying the distribution of its n-torsion part for fixed n - it simplifies the structure of the
individual groups under consideration and prevents escape of mass.
For C a finite set of Γ-groups, we say a finite Γ-group is level-C if it is a Γ-invariant quotient
of a Γ-invariant subgroup of a product of Γ-groups in C. For G a Γ-group, we say GC is the
inverse limit of all level-C quotients of G.
Let |C| be the least common multiple of the orders of the elements of C.
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Our main application calculates the probability that Gal(K#/K)C is a given finite level-C
Γ-group H , in the limit as q goes to ∞ first and d goes to ∞ second, subject to congruence
conditions on q. (This is generally the easiest kind of limit studied in number theory over
function fields.)
Theorem 1.1. Let C be a finite set of Γ-groups and let H be a finite level-C Γ-group. Assume
gcd(|Γ|, |C|) = 1. Then
lim
n→∞
lim
q→∞
gcd(q,|Γ||C|)=1
gcd(q−1,|C|)=1
∑n
d=0
∣∣{K ∈ EΓ(d, q) | Gal(K#/K)C ∼= H}∣∣∑n
d=0 |{EΓ(d, q)}|
= µΓ(UC,H)
where µΓ(UC,H) is defined in [7, (3.15)] and given by an explicit formula in [7, Theorem 5.14]
(taking u = 1 in both cases).
Notably, it follows from [7, Theorem 5.12] that∑
H a level C Γgroup
µΓ(UC,H) = 1.
In other words, there is no escape of mass in this limit. This is the main reason that we
needed to consider the level-C quotients of the Galois group. (We could equivalently define,
as [7] does, a topological space with topology generated by the sets of G such that GC = H
for all pairs C, H and then obtain a statement on convergence of Borel probability measures
on this topological space, but since our arguments proceed entirely with level-C Γ-groups,
we avoid this.)
This verifies the function field case of [7, Conjecture 1.3] with an additional q →∞ limit.
To prove this, we use the analogous limiting statement [7, Theorem 1.4] for the moments
of this distribution, in other words for the sums∑n
d=0
∑
K∈EΓ(d,q)
SurΓ(Gal(K
#/K)C, H)∑n
d=0 |{EΓ(d, q)}|
where SurΓ denotes the number of Γ-equivariant surjections between two Γ-groups.
To make this deduction, we need to know that the probability distribution assigning
measure µΓ(UC,H) toH is determined by its moments. In fact, we prove a statement involving
a much more general class of measures on the set of isomorphism classes of finite level-C Γ-
groups. (Whenever we discuss a measure on a set, we take that set to have the discrete
topology unless otherwise specified.)
Theorem 1.2 (Theorem 2.20). Let Γ be a finite group. Let C be a finite set of finite Γ-
groups. Assume gcd(|Γ|, |C|) = 1. Let µ be a measure on the set of isomorphism classes of
finite level-C Γ-groups. Let µt be a sequence of measures on the same set. Assume that, for
each finite level-C Γ-group H, we have
lim
t→∞
∫
SurΓ(X,H)dµt(X) =
∫
SurΓ(X,H)dµ(X).
and ∫
SurΓ(X,H)dµ(X) = O(|H|
O(1))
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Then for every finite level-C Γ-group H we have
lim
t→∞
µt(H) = µ(H).
This generalizes [1, Theorem 1.4], which proved that a specific measure on p-groups is
determined by its moments. It also generalizes [8], who proved that a measure on abelian
Γ-groups is determined by its moments. (In each case, checking that every measure that
agrees with the fixed one on GC for all finites set C agrees on the nose is straightforward.)
[8] Itself generalizes much earlier work on the abelian case, including [4],
The idea of the proof is, to determine the probability of a random group being a fixed
group H , we zoom in to a measure supported on extensions of H , then zoom in further to
extensions of H by products of finite simple groups, then forget the extension data and only
look at the product of simple groups. This reduces the measure-from-moments problem to
a simpler problem for a measure on products of finite simple groups. Moreover, it suffices
to calculate the measure of the group 1. This we can do by an explicit inclusion-exclusion
using q-binomial series identities.
This strategy is a more general analogue of that used in [6] to deduce [6, Lemma 18] from
[6, Lemma 17].
We expect a similar strategy, that involves first passing to a measure supported on exten-
sions of H , then further to a measure supported on extensions of H by abelian groups, to
be able to answer questions raised in [7, p. 6] on whether the measure µΓ is supported on
groups whose finite index subgroups have finite abelianization.
We can also prove the analogous statement for finite modules over an algebra. (Jacob
Tsimerman alerted me to the importance of this case.)
Theorem 1.3 (Theorem 3.6). Let R be an associative algebra. Assume that there are finitely
many isomorphism classes of finite simple R-modules, and that Ext1R between two finite R-
modules is finite. (e.g. R could be finite over Zp for some prime p)
Let µ be a measure on the set of isomorphism classes of finite R-modules. Let µt be a
sequence of measures on the same set. Assume that, for M a finite R-module,
(1) lim
t→∞
∫
SurR(X,M)dµt(X) =
∫
SurΓ(X,M)dµ(X).
and
(2)
∫
SurR(X,M)dµ(X) = O(|M |
O(1))
Then for all finite R-modules M we have
lim
t→∞
µt(M) = µ(M).
I would like to thank Melanie Wood and Jacob Tsimerman for helpful conversations.
While working on this project, I served as a Clay Research Fellow.
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2. Γ-groups
Given a Γ-group H , we will understand those Γ groups G that map to H by understanding
the kernels of maps pi : G→ H . These kernels carry extra structure, because H and Γ both
act on them by outer automorphisms, and we will need the following ad-hoc definition to
keep track of the extra structure:
Definition 2.1. For a Γ-group H , let H ′ = H ⋊ Γ. We say an [H ′]-group is a group G
together with a map from H ′ to Out(G).
Note that Γ also acts on ker pi by honest automorphisms instead of outer automorphisms.
We ignore this extra structure to simplify the definition and to simplify certain proofs, as it
is not necessary for our arguments.
Definition 2.2. We say a homomorphism G1 → G2 of [H
′]-groups is a [H ′]-homomorphism
if for each element of h ∈ H ′, for each lift σ1 of h from Out(G1) to Aut(G1), there is a lift
σ2 of h from Out(G2) to Aut(G2) such that σ2 ◦ f = f ◦ σ1.
We say Sur[H′](G1, G2) is the number of surjective [H
′]-homomorphisms from G1 to G2.
Out(G) acts on the set of normal subgroups of G, so H ′ acts on the set of normal subgroups
of a [H ′]-group G. We say a nontrivial [H ′]-group is simple if there are no nontrivial proper
fixed points of this action.
It is easy to see that the composition of two [H ′]-homomorphisms is an [H ′]-homomorphism,
so [H ′]-groups form a category.
We will calculate the probability that a random Γ-group X is isomorphic to H by studying
the probability that the kernel of random Γ-surjection pi : X → H is trivial. Thus, our first
few lemmas will focus on identifying the probability that an [H ′]-group is trivial from the
moments of a distribution on [H ′]-groups. By quotienting by the intersection of all maximal
proper H ⋊ Γ-invariant normal subgroups, we will be able to restrict attention to products
of finite simple [H ′]-groups. Thus, our first few lemmas will involve finite simple [H ′]-groups
and their products.
We begin with a series of lemmas that let us calculate Sur[H′](G1, G2) for products of finite
simple [H ′]-groups.
Lemma 2.3. Let G be an abelian finite simple [H ′]-group, and let h be the number of [H ′]-
homomorphisms from G to G. Then
(3) Sur[H′](G
e, Gk) = (he − 1)(he − h) . . . (he − hk−1).
Proof. Because G is abelian, its outer automorphism group is equal to its automorphism
group, so we may view G as simply an abelian group with an action of H ′, or as a Z[H ′]-
module. In this view, [H ′]-homomorphisms between Ge and Gk are module homomorphisms.
Because G is finite simple as a [H ′]-group, it is a simple module with finite cardinality, so
its endomorphism algebra as a module is a finite field Fh. Then maps from G
e to Gk are
k × e matrices over Fh, and are surjective if and only if this matrix is surjective. The result
(3) then follows because (he − 1)(he − h) . . . (he − hk−1) is the number of k × e surjective
matrices. 
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Lemma 2.4. Let G be a non-abelian finite simple [H ′]-group, and let |Aut[H′](G)| be the
number of [H ′]-bijections from G to G. Then
(4) Sur[H′] (G
e, Gk) = e(e− 1) . . . (e + 1− k)|Aut[H′](G)|
k.
Proof. We first prove that any [H ′]-surjection from Ge to G is the composition of projection
onto one factor with an [H ′]-automorphism of G. To do this, note when f : Ge → G is
restricted to each copy of G, it defines an [H ′]-homomorphism from G to G, which because
G is [H ′]-simple must be either an [H ′]-automorphism or the trivial map.
These restrictions cannot all be trivial or else f would fail to be surjective, and two cannot
be automorphisms or else the images of two different copies of G would each be all of G and
would fail to commute with each other, so one is an isomorphism and the rest are trivial.
Thus f is the composition of a projection with an [H ′]-automorphism.
Now consider an [H ′]-surjection from Ge to Gk. Its composition with each of the k projec-
tions remains an [H ′]-surjection, so each of these is a projection onto one factor composed
with an automorphism. Conversely, given k such projections onto one of e factors and k
automorphisms, the induced map Ge → Gk is an [H ′]-homomorphism, because the [H ′]-
automorphism condition for each of the k factors gives a lift from Out(G) to Aut(G), hence
a lift from Out(G)k ⊆ Out(Gk) to Aut(G)k ⊆ Aut(Gk). Furthermore, the induced map
Ge → Gk is surjective if and only if the same projection never appears twice. (We can check
this on the level of groups, where it is obvious.)
Because the number of ordered k-tuples of choices of one out of e projections, never
repeating, is e(e − 1) . . . (e + 1 − k), and the number of k tuples of [H ′]-automorphisms is
|Aut[H′](G)|
k, we obtain (4).

Lemma 2.5. Let G1, . . . , Gm be finite simple [H
′]-groups that are not pairwise [H ′]-isomorphic.
Then
(5) Sur[H′]
( m∏
i=1
Geii ,
m∏
i=1
Gkii
)
=
m∏
i=1
Sur[H′]
(
Geii , G
ki
i
)
.
Proof. First observe that, given a tuple f1, . . . , fm of [H
′]-surjections fi : G
ei
i → G
ki
i , the
product
m∏
i=1
fi :
m∏
i=1
Geii →
m∏
i=1
Gkii
is an [H ′]-surjection. Certainly
∏m
i=1 fi is a surjective group homomorphism, so it suffices to
check that for any σ1 ∈ Aut(
∏m
i=1G
ei
i ) lifting h ∈ H
′, we can find σ2 ∈ Aut(
∏m
i=1G
ki
i )) lifting
h such that σ2◦
∏m
i=1 fi =
∏m
i=1 fi◦σ1. Because σ1 lifts an outer automorphism that stabilizes
the individual factors Geii , σ1 stabilizes the factors G
ei
i , so in fact σ1 ∈
∏m
i=1Aut(G
ei
i ). For
each i we can apply the [H ′]-homomorphism property of fi to the restriction of σ1 to Aut(G
ei
i )
to find a suitable element of Aut(Gkii ), and then define σ2 to be the product of these elements.
This verifies the [H ′]-homomorphism condition.
Thus, it suffices to prove that every [H ′]-surjection f :
∏m
i=1G
ei
i →
∏m
i=1G
ki
i arises this
way.
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Let us first check that for any i 6= j and and any 1 ≤ a ≤ ei, 1 ≤ b ≤ kj, the restriction
of f to a map from the ath copy of Gi to the bth copy of Gj is zero.
Because the a’th copy of Gi is a normal subgroup of
∏m
i=1G
ei
i , and the image of a normal
subgroup under any surjection is normal, the image of the restricted map Gi → Gj is a
normal subgroup of Gj . By the homomorphism condition, this image is also H
′-invariant,
so because Gj is [H
′]-simple the image must be all of Gj or trivial. Similarly, the kernel of
this map from Gi to Gj is [H
′]-invariant, so must be Gi or trivial. Thus the map from Gi to
Gj either a bijection or zero. It cannot be a bijection as, by assumption, Gi and Gj are not
isomorphic, so it must be zero, as desired.
It follows that, as a group homomorphism, f is the product of maps fi : G
ei
i → G
ki
i .
Because f is surjective, these maps fi are surjective. Because f is an [H
′]-homomorphism,
and fi is the composition of f with the inclusion G
ei
i →
∏m
i=1G
ei
i and projection
∏m
i=1G
ki
i →
Gkii , which are both [H
′]-homomorphisms, fi must be an [H
′]-homomorphism, finishing the
proof.

The next two lemmas let us solve a basic version of the problem of reconstructing measures
from moments, where we look at a measure on groups which consist of powers of a single
group, and reconstruct from the moments only the measure of the trivial group. We define
in Lemma 2.6 a sequence of coefficients, and describe its useful properties. In Lemma 2.7
we use these properties to prove the reconstruction statement, in a uniform way in both the
abelian and non-abelian cases.
Lemma 2.6. Let H ′ be a group and let G be a finite simple [H ′]-group. Then there exist
constants ck ∈ R, depending on G, such that
(1) c0 = 1,
(2) for any e > 0 we have
r∑
k=0
ck Sur[H′](G
e, Gk) ≥ 0
if r is even and
r∑
k=0
ck Sur[H′](G
e, Gk) ≤ 0
if r is odd, and
(3) |ck| converges to 0 superexponentially in k.
To interpret these conditions, note that (1) and (2) together imply the identity
∞∑
k=0
ck Sur[H′](G
e, Gk) =
{
1 if e = 0
0 otherwise
.
Thus, for a measure µ on the positive natural numbers, we can attempt to reconstruct µ(0)
from the moments
∑∞
e=0 Sur[H′](G
e, Gk) by summing the kth moment against ck. Using all
three conditions, we can prove that this attempt works.
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The formula for ck in the case G abelian is essentially due to Heath-Brown [5, Equation
(22)], who used this identity and part (3), but not part (2), to prove a weaker uniqueness
statement.
Proof. If G is not abelian we have Sur[H′](G
e, Gk) = e(e− 1) . . . (e + 1− k)|Aut[H′](G)|
k by
Lemma 2.4 and we take
ck =
(−1)k
k!|Aut[H′](G)|k
.
Here (1) is clear, (2) follows from the identity
r∑
k=0
(−1)k
(
e
k
)
= (−1)r
(
e− 1
r
)
which is ≥ 0 if r is even and ≤ 0 if r is odd, and (3) is clear.
If G is abelian, let h = Hom[H′](G,G). The number of surjections is given by (3) from
Lemma 2.3 and we take ck =
(−1)k
(h−1)...(hk−1)
. Then (1) is clear, (2) follows from the identity
(6)
r∑
k=0
(−1)k
(
e
k
)
h
h(
k
2) = (−1)r
(
e− 1
r
)
h
h(
r+1
2 )
which is ≥ 0 if r is even and ≤ 0 if r is odd, and (3) is clear. In this identity, the binomial
coefficients are interpreted as q-binomial coefficients, except with q = h. The identity (6)
follows from the more standard identity(
e
k
)
h
= hk
(
e− 1
k
)
h
+
(
e− 1
k − 1
)
h
by a telescoping sum. 
Lemma 2.7. Let H be a Γ-group and let G be a finite simple [H ′]-group. Let m and mt for
t ∈ N be functions from N to the nonnegative real numbers. Assume that
(7)
∞∑
e=0
Sur[H′](G
e, Gk)m(e) = O
(
O(1)k
)
and
(8) lim
t→∞
∞∑
e=0
Sur[H′](G
e, Gk)mt(e) =
∞∑
e=0
Sur[H′](G
e, Gk)m(e)
Then
(9) lim
t→∞
mt(0) = m(0).
Proof. By Lemma 2.6, part (1) and Lemma 2.6, part (2), we have
r∑
k=0
ck
∞∑
e=0
Sur[H′](G
e, Gk)m(e) =
∞∑
e=0
(
r∑
k=0
ck Sur[H′](G
e, Gk)
)
m(e)
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= m(0) +
∞∑
e=1
(
r∑
k=0
ck Sur[H′](G
e, Gk)
)
m(e)
≥ m(0)
if r is even and
≤ m(0)
if r is odd. Moreover, the analogous inequalities hold for mt for all t.
By Lemma 2.6(3) and our assumption (7),
∑r
k=0 ck
∑∞
e=0 Sur[H′](G
e, Gk)m(e) is a conver-
gent series, so
lim
r→∞
r∑
k=0
ck
∞∑
e=0
Sur[H′](G
e, Gk)m(e) = m(0).
Therefore for all r even we have
lim sup
t→∞
mt(0) ≤ lim sup
t→∞
r∑
k=0
ck
∞∑
e=0
Sur[H′](G
e, Gk)mt(e) =
r∑
k=0
ck lim
t→∞
∞∑
e=0
Sur[H′](G
e, Gk)mt(e)
=
r∑
k=0
ck
∞∑
e=0
Sur[H′](G
e, Gk)m(e)
and thus
(10) lim sup
t→∞
mt(0) ≤ lim
r→∞
r∑
k=0
ck
∞∑
e=0
Sur[H′](G
e, Gk)m(e) = m(0)
and for r odd we have
lim inf
t→∞
mt(0) ≥ lim inf
t→∞
r∑
k=0
ck
∞∑
e=0
Sur[H′](G
e, Gk)mt(e) =
r∑
k=0
ck
∞∑
e=0
lim
t→∞
Sur[H′](G
e, Gk)mt(e)
=
r∑
k=0
ck
∞∑
e=0
Sur[H′](G
e, Gk)m(e)
and thus
(11) lim inf
t→∞
mt(0) ≥ lim
r→∞
r∑
k=0
ck
∞∑
e=0
Sur[H′](G
e, Gk)m(e) = m(0).
Combining (10) and (11), we get our desired conclusion (9). 
The next two lemmas improve the statement of Lemma 2.7 from powers of a single group
to products of powers of a finite list of groups. This is based on an inductive strategy where
we handle one group at a time. Lemma 2.8 will give the inductive step and Lemma 2.9 will
complete the argument.
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Lemma 2.8. Let H be a Γ-group and let G1, . . . , Gm be finite simple [H
′]-groups. Let µ˜ be
a measure on the set of isomorphism classes of groups
∏m
i=1G
ei
i and let µ˜t be a sequence of
such measures. Let j be a natural number from 1 to m.
Assume that for all kj, . . . , km ∈ N we have
(12)
∞∑
ej ,...,em=0
Sur[H′]
(
m∏
i=j
Geii ,
m∏
i=j
Gkii
)
µ˜
(
m∏
i=j
Geii
)
= O
(
O(1)
∑m
i=j ki
)
and
(13)
lim
t→∞
∞∑
ej ,...,em=0
Sur[H′]
(
m∏
i=j
Geii ,
m∏
i=j
Gkii
)
µ˜t
(
m∏
i=j
Geii
)
=
∞∑
ej ,...,em=0
Sur[H′]
(
m∏
i=j
Geii ,
m∏
i=j
Gkii
)
µ˜
(
m∏
i=j
Geii
)
.
Then for all kj+1, . . . , km ∈ N we have
lim
t→∞
∞∑
ej+1,...,em=0
Sur[H′]
( m∏
i=j+1
Geii ,
m∏
i=j+1
Gkii
)
µ˜t
( m∏
i=j+1
Geii
)
=
∞∑
ej+1,...,em=0
Sur[H′]
( m∏
i=j+1
Geii ,
m∏
i=j+1
Gkii
)
µ˜
( m∏
i=j+1
Geii
)
.
(14)
Proof. Fix kj+1, . . . , km. Define
m(e) =
∞∑
ej+1,...,em=0
Sur[H′]
(
m∏
i=j+1
Geii ,
m∏
i=j+1
Gkii
)
µ˜
(
Gej ×
m∏
i=j+1
Geii
)
and
mt(e) =
∞∑
ej+1,...,em=0
Sur[H′]
(
m∏
i=j+1
Geii ,
m∏
i=j+1
Gkii
)
µ˜t
(
Gej ×
m∏
i=j+1
Geii
)
.
Thus, for any natural number k, defining kj = k, we have by Lemma 2.5,
∞∑
e=0
m(e) Sur[H′](G
e
j , G
k
j )
=
∞∑
e=0
∞∑
ej+1,...,em=0
Sur[H′]
(
m∏
i=j+1
Geii ,
m∏
i=j+1
Gkii
)
Sur[H′](G
e
j , G
k
j )µ˜
(
Gej ×
m∏
i=j+1
Geii
)
=
∞∑
e=0
∞∑
ej+1,...,em=0
Sur[H′]
(
Gej ×
m∏
i=j+1
Geii , G
k
j ×
m∏
i=j+1
Gkii
)
µ˜
(
Gej ×
m∏
i=j+1
Geii
)
=
∞∑
ej ,...,em=0
Sur[H′]
(
m∏
i=j
Geii ,
m∏
i=j
Gkii
)
µ˜
(
m∏
i=j
Geii
)
,
(15)
and a similar identity holds with mt and µ˜t.
We now apply Lemma 2.7 to m and mt.
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Because the number of surjections from any group to another is nonnegative, m and mt
are nonnegative.
Applying (15) for m and mt, we see that the hypothesis (8) of Lemma 2.7 is exactly our
assumption (13).
Applying (15), the hypothesis (7) of Lemma 2.7 follows from our assumption (12) since
with kj+1, . . . , km fixed, O
(
O(1)
∑m
i=j ki
)
= O
(
O(1)kj
)
= O
(
O(1)k
)
.
Because we have verified both hypotheses, we can apply Lemma 2.7. We use the definition
of m and mt to see that the conclusion (9) is exactly our desired (14).

Lemma 2.9. Let [H ′] be a finite group and let G1, . . . , Gm be finite simple [H
′]-groups. Let
µ˜ be a measure on the set of isomorphism classes of groups
∏m
i=1G
ei
i and let µ˜t be a sequence
of such measures.
Assume that for all k1, . . . , km ∈ N we have
(16)
∞∑
e1,...,em=0
Sur[H′]
(
m∏
i=1
Geii ,
m∏
i=1
Gkii
)
µ˜
(
m∏
i=1
Geii
)
= O
(
O(1)
∑m
i=1 ki
)
and
(17)
lim
t→∞
∞∑
e1,...,em=0
Sur[H′]
(
m∏
i=1
Geii ,
m∏
i=1
Gkii
)
µ˜t
(
m∏
i=1
Geii
)
=
∞∑
e1,...,em=0
Sur[H′]
(
m∏
i=1
Geii ,
m∏
i=1
Gkii
)
µ˜
(
m∏
i=1
Geii
)
.
Then for all kj+1, . . . , km ∈ N we have
(18) lim
t→∞
µ˜t(1) = µ˜(1).
Proof. The hypothesis (13) and conclusion (14) of Lemma 2.8 are identical, except that the
conclusion has j+1 where the hypothesis has j. This is exactly what we need for an inductive
argument. Based on this idea, we will prove that (13) holds for all j from 1 to m + 1 by
induction on j.
The base case of this induction is the j = 1 case of (13), which is exactly our assumption
(17).
The induction step follows from Lemma 2.8 once we check the other hypothesis (12) of
Lemma 2.8. This hypothesis follows from our assumption (16) because (12) requires us to
bound the sum in (16), restricted to the case when k1, . . . , kj−1 = 0. Because all terms in
(16) are nonnegative, the restricted sum is bounded by the original sum.
This verifies the induction, and finally we observe that the j = m+ 1 case of (13) is our
desired conclusion (18).

We have now obtained a special case of Theorem 1.2, where the measure is supported
on the products of elements from a specific finite list of groups and we only reconstruct
the measure of the identity from the moments, rather than the measure of an arbitrary
element. We now reduce the probability that a random group X is H to the probability that
a random surjection X → H is an isomorphism, which we reduce to the probability that
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the kernel of the random surjection is trivial, which we reduce to the probability that the
quotient of the kernel by the intersection of all its maximal proper subgroups is trivial. This
strategy was already used in [7], and less explicitly in other works, to compute a measure on
random groups. The key additional observation is that we can calculate the moments of this
transformed random model straightforwardly from our original moments, which then allows
us to apply Lemma 2.8.
Our first lemmas study the quotient of an [H ′]-group by the intersection of its maximal
proper H ′-invariant normal subgroups:
Definition 2.10. For T an [H ′]-group, we define Q(T ) to be the quotient of T by the inter-
section of all its maximal proper H ′-invariant normal subgroups. Because this intersection
is H ′-invariant, Q(T ) carries a natural [H ′]-structure.
Lemma 2.11. For T a finite [H ′]-group, Q(T ) is a product of finite simple [H ′]-groups.
Proof. Let us check that the quotient by any intersection of n maximal proper H ′-invariant
normal subgroups is a product of finite simple [H ′]-groups, by induction on n. For the
induction step, let Z be the intersection of n such subgroups, and let W be another such
subgroup. If W contains Z, W ∩Z = Z and we are done. Otherwise, WZ is an H ′-invariant
normal subgroup containing W , but not equal to W , and so WZ = T
Because WZ = T , the natural map T/(W ∩ Z) → (T/W ) × (T/Z) is an isomorphism.
Because W and Z are H ′-invariant, this map is an [H ′]-homomorphism. By the induction
hypothesis, T/Z is a product of finite simple [H ′]-groups. Finally, (T/W ) is a finite simple
[H ′]-group because the inverse image in T of any nontrivial proper [H ′]-invariant normal
subgroup would properly contain W , contradicting the maximality of W .
It follows that T/(W ∩ Z) is a product of finite simple [H ′]-groups, so this verifies the
induction step. Because the base case n = 0 is trivial, the induction is complete.

Lemma 2.12. There exist finitely many finite simple [H ′]-groups Gi, up to isomorphism,
such that there exists an extension 1 → Gi → G → H → 1 of Γ-groups compatible with the
actions of H and Γ on Gi by outer automorphisms, where G is a level-C Γ-group.
Proof. Consider such a Gi. Let G
′
i be a finite simple group that is a quotient of Gi. We
must have Gi isomorphic as a group to a power of G
′
i, since otherwise the intersection of
the kernels of all surjections Gi → G
′
i would be a nontrivial proper characteristic subgroup,
hence a nontrivial proper H ⋊ Γ-invariant normal subgroup.
Because G′i is a Jordan-Ho¨lder factor of a level-C Γ-group, it is a Jordan-Ho¨lder factor of
a subquotient of a product of elements of C, and this it must be a Jordan-Ho¨lder factor of
an element of C. Let us fix one such Jordan-Ho¨lder factor G′i, and show that powers of it
give finitely many isomorphism classes. Because there are only finitely many Jordan-Ho¨lder
factors of the finitely many groups in C, this means finitely many isomorphism classes overall,
as desired.
First consider the case where G′i is abelian simple, thus isomorphic to Fp for some prime
p. Then any power Gi of G
′
i is a vector space over Fp. Because Gi is abelian, its outer
automorphism group is its automorphism group. Thus, we can describe Gi as a vector space
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over Fp with an action of H
′, or in other words a Fp[H
′]-module. Because there are finitely
many isomorphism classes of simple Fp[H
′]-modules, there are finitely many such Gi.
Next consider the case when G′i is non-abelian simple. In this case, Out((G
′
i)
n) =
Out(G′i)
n ⋊ Sn. Given a homorphism from H
′ to Out(G′i)
n ⋊ Sn, if the associated [H
′]-
group is simple then the image of H ′ in Sn must be transitive, because otherwise we could
split Gi into a product of two [H
′]-groups corresponding to two orbits. Hence n is at most
|H ′|, the maximal size of a transitive H ′-action. Because n is bounded, there are only finitely
homomorphisms, thus only finitely many isomorphism classes of Gi, as desired. 
Definition 2.13. Let G1, . . . , Gm be pairwise non-isomorphic representatives of the finitely
many isomorphism classes discussed in Lemma 2.12.
Lemma 2.14. For G a finite level-C Γ-group and pi : G→ H a homomorphism, we have an
isomorphism of [H ′]-groups
Q(ker pi) ∼=
m∏
i=1
Geii
for some e1, . . . , em ∈ N.
Proof. By Lemma 2.11, Q(ker pi) is a product of finite simple [H ′]-groups, so it suffices by
definition to show that for each factor G′ in the product, there exists an extension 1 →
G′ → G∗ → H → 1 of Γ-groups compatible with the actions of H and Γ, where G∗ is a
level-C Γ-group. To do this, observe that Q(ker pi) is the product of G′ with some other
groups, so G′ is a quotient of the Q(ker pi) by a H ′-invariant normal subgroup Z. Because
Z is H ′ = H ⋊Γ-invariant, Z remains normal and Γ-invariant as a subgroup of G, and G/Z
is the desired G∗. The quotient G∗ is level-C because the class of level-C Γ-groups is closed
under quotients. 
Now that we understand the image of the map Q, we can define for each measure µ on
level-C Γ-groups a localized measure µH .
Definition 2.15. For µ a measure on the set of isomorphism classes of finite level-C Γ-groups,
and H a finite level-C Γ-group, define a measure µH on the set of isomorphism classes of
[H ′]-groups of the form
∏m
i=1G
ei
i by
µH(E) =
∫
|{pi : X → H surjective | Q(ker pi) ∼= E}| dµ(X).
Lemma 2.16.
µH(1) = |Aut(H)|µ(H)
Proof. A surjection X → H is an isomorphism if and only if its kernel is trivial, so
|{pi : X → H surjective|(ker pi)/I ∼= 1}|
is the number of isomorphisms of X with H , and thus vanishes for X 6= H and equals
|Aut(H)| for X = H 
Next, we will prove a couple lemmas to compare the moments of µH and the moments
of µ. The first will count surjections from Q(ker pi) to F using a sum over exact sequences,
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the second will bound the number of exact sequences, and the third will use the count of
surjections to compare the moments.
Lemma 2.17. Let X and H be finite level-C Γ-groups. Fix k1, . . . , km ∈ N and let F =∏m
i=1G
ki
i . The number of pairs of a surjection pi : X → H of Γ-groups and a surjection
f : Q(ker pi)→ F of [H ′]-groups is equal to∑
1→F→G→H→1
SurΓ(X,G)
AutF,H(G)
where the sum is over exact sequences of Γ-groups compatible with the actions of H and Γ
on F by outer automorphisms.
Proof. First note that we can equivalently take f : ker pi → F , because every map f :
ker pi → F of [H ′]-groups factors uniquely through the projection ker pi → Q(ker pi). Indeed,
the kernel of any surjection to a finite simple [H ′]-group is a maximal proper H⋊Γ-invariant
normal subgroup. Hence, the kernel of the surjection f to a product of finite simple [H ′]-
groups contains the intersection of all maximal proper H ′-invariant normal subgroups. Thus,
f factors uniquely through the projection.
Given X and a surjection u : X → G, we obtain a surjection pi : X → H by composition
and a surjection f : ker pi → K by restricting u to ker pi and noting that its image is the kernel
of the natural map G → H , which is K. This is described by the following commutative
diagram, where the square is Cartesian.
ker pi X
K G H
f u
pi
Because pi is a composition of two Γ-invariant maps, it is Γ-invariant. Because any lift of
an element of H ⋊Γ to an automorphism of ker pi is the action by conjugation of an element
x ∈ X times the action of an element γ ∈ Γ, we can find a corresponding automorphism of
K by applying γ and then conjugating by u(x), so f is an [H ′]-homomorphism.
Composing u with an automorphism of G fixing the inclusion of K and the projection
onto H preserves pi and f . Thus, we have defined a map from the set of AutF,H(G)-orbits on
pairs of an exact sequence 1→ F → G → H → 1 of Γ-groups, compatible with the actions
of H and Γ by outer automorphisms on F , together with a surjection of Γ-groups from
X → G, to pairs of a surjection pi : X → H of Γ-groups and a surjection f : Q(ker pi) → F
of [H ′]-groups.
Because automorphisms of G act freely on surjections X → G, the number of orbits is∑
1→F→G→H→1
SurΓ(X,G)
AutF,H(G)
, so it suffices to find an inverse map.
To do this, define G = X/ ker f . Take G → H to be the projection X/ ker f → X/ ker pi.
Take F → G to be the inclusion ker pi/ ker f → X/ ker f . Take X → G the quotient map
X → X/ ker f = G. These are all maps of Γ-groups, they form an exact sequence, and it is
not hard to check these operations are inverses. 
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Lemma 2.18. For F =
∏m
i=1G
ki
i , the number of isomorphism classes of extensions 1→ F →
G→ H compatible with the action of H on G by outer automorphisms is O
(
O(1)
∑m
i=1 ki
)
.
Proof. An extension of Γ-groups 1 → F → G → H is equivalent to an extension of groups
1→ F → G⋊ Γ→ H ⋊ Γ. To classify such extensions, fix for each element h ∈ H ⋊ Γ a lift
σh of the associated outer automorphism of F to an automorphism of F .
Then, given such an extension, choose for each h an element αh ∈ G⋊ Γ whose image in
H ⋊Γ is h and whose action by conjugation on F is by σh. This is possible as we can adjust
the conjugation action by an inner automorphism by multiplying by an appropriate element
of F .
Because projection to H ⋊ Γ is a group homomorphism with kernel F , there exists for
each h1, h2 ∈ H ⋊ Γ an element fh1,h2 ∈ F such that αh1αh2 = fh1,h2αh1h2 .
We can express each element of G⋊ Γ as fαh for some f ∈ F , and we have
f1αh1f2αh2 = f1(αh1f2α
−1
h1
)αh1αh2 = f1σh1(f2)fh1,h2αh1h2
so the multiplication table of G⋊Γ, expressed this way, is determined by the elements fh1,h2.
To describe the group with this multiplcation table, which comes equipped with a projection
to Γ, as a semidirect product G⋊ Γ, we need to fix a subgroup that maps isomorphically Γ
under the projection H⋊Γ. This requires fixing a lift of each element of Γ, which represents
at most |F |Γ additional choices.
Thus, the number of possible isomorphism classes of exact sequences is at most
|F |(|H⋊Γ|
2+|Γ|) ≤
m∏
i=1
|Gi|
ki(|H⋊Γ|2+|Γ|) = O(1)
∑m
i=1 ki.

We can likely express the data αh1h2 in this proof using group cohomology to get a more
precise count, but this isn’t necessary for the bound.
Lemma 2.19. For µ a measure on the set of isomorphism classes of finite level-C Γ-groups,
H a finite level-C Γ-group, and F =
∏m
i=1G
ki
i , we have∫
Sur[H′](E, F )dµ
H(E) =
∑
1→F→G→H→1
∫
SurΓ(X,G)dµ(X)/AutF,H(G).
Proof. We have∫
Sur[H′](E, F )dµ
H(E) =
∫ ∑
pi:X→H surjective
Sur(Q(ker pi), F )dµ(X)
=
∫ ∑
1→F→G→H→1
SurΓ(X,G)
AutF,H(G)
dµ(X) =
∑
1→F→G→H→1
∫
SurΓ(X,G)dµ(X)/AutF,H(G).
where the first identity is by definition, the second is Lemma 2.17, and the third exchanges
the integral with a sum which, by Lemma 2.18, is finite. 
Now we are finally ready to prove the main theorem:
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Theorem 2.20. Let Γ be a finite group. Let C be a finite set of finite Γ-groups. Let µ be a
measure on the set of isomorphism classes of finite level-C Γ-groups. Let µt be a sequence of
measures on the same set. Assume that, for H a finite level-C Γ-group, we have
(19) lim
t→∞
∫
Sur(X,H)dµt(X) =
∫
Sur(X,H)dµ(X).
and
(20)
∫
Sur(X,H)dµ(X) = O(|H|O(1))
Then for all finite level-C Γ-groups H we have
(21) lim
t→∞
µt(H) = µ(H).
Proof. First, we will check that the hypotheses of Lemma 2.9 apply to the measures µH and
µHt .
Let F =
∏m
i=1G
ki
i .
By applying Lemma 2.19 to µ and µt, we have
lim
t→∞
∫
Sur[H′](E, F )µ
H
t (E) = lim
t→∞
∑
1→F→G→H→1
∫
SurΓ(X,G)dµt(X)/AutF,H(G)
=
∑
1→F→G→H→1
lim
t→∞
∫
SurΓ(X,G)dµt(X)/AutF,H(G)
=
∑
1→F→G→H→1
∫
SurΓ(X,G)dµ(X)/AutF,H(G) =
∫
Sur[H′](E, F )µ
H(E)
where we use the finiteness of the sum, from Lemma 2.18, to exchange it with a limit and
also our assumption (19) to calculate the limit. This verifies the assumption (17) of Lemma
2.9.
By Lemma 2.19 and assumption (20) we have∫
Sur[H′](E, F )dµ
H(E) =
∑
1→F→G→H→1
∫
SurΓ(X,G)dµ(X)/AutF,H(G)
=
∑
1→F→G→H→1
O(|G|O(1)).
Because |G| = |F ||H| = |H|
∏m
i=1 |Gi|
ki = O
(
O(1)
∑m
i=1 ki
)
, and by Lemma 2.18 the number
of terms is O
(
O(1)
∑m
i=1 ki
)
, the total sum is O
(
O(1)
∑m
i=1 ki
)
, giving the assumption (16) of
(2.9).
So we may apply Lemma 2.9, obtaining
lim
t→∞
µHt (1) = µ
H(1),
which by Lemma 2.16, applied to both µ and µt, gives our desired (21). 
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Proof of Theorem 1.1. Fix Γ and C, and for G any level-C Γ-group, let
µq,n(X) =
∑n
d=0
∣∣{K ∈ EΓ(d, q) | Gal(K#/K)C ∼= X}∣∣∑n
d=0 |{EΓ(d, q)}|
and
µ(X) = µΓ(UC,X)
for µΓ the measure defined in [7] and UC,X the inverse image of X under the map G 7→ G
C.
We have
∫
Sur(X,H)dµq,n(X) =
∑
X level-C Γ-group
∑n
d=0
∣∣{K ∈ EΓ(d, q) | Gal(K#/K)C ∼= X}∣∣SurΓ(X,H)∑n
d=0 |{EΓ(d, q)}|
=
∑n
d=0
∑
K∈EΓ(d,q)
SurΓ(Gal(K
#/K)C, H)∑n
d=0 |{EΓ(d, q)}|
=
∑n
d=0
∑
K∈EΓ(d,q)
SurΓ(Gal(K
#/K), H)∑n
d=0 |{EΓ(d, q)}|
(22)
so
lim
n→∞
lim
q→∞
gcd(q,|Γ||C|)=1
gcd(q−1,|C|)=1
∫
SurΓ(X,H)dµq,n(X)
= lim
n→∞
lim
q→∞
gcd(q,|Γ||C|)=1
gcd(q−1,|C|)=1
∑n
d=0
∑
K∈EΓ(d,q)
SurΓ(Gal(K
#/K), H)∑n
d=0 |{EΓ(d, q)}|
=
∫
SurΓ(G,H)dµΓ(G)
=
∫
SurΓ(G
C, H)dµΓ(G) =
∫
SurΓ(X,H)dµ(X),
(23)
where the first identity is (22), the second identity is [7, Theorem 1.4], the third identity is
because H is level-C, and the last identity follows from the definition of µ in terms of µΓ.
Furthermore, we have by [7, Theorem 6.2]
(24)
∫
SurΓ(X,H)dµ(X) =
∫
SurΓ(G,H)dµΓ(G) =
1
[H : HΓ]
= O(|H|O(1)).
Hence taking any sequence of g′ and q going to ∞, with q satisfying the congruence
conditions and growing sufficiently fast with respect to g, (23) and (24) verify the assumptions
(19) and (20) of Theorem 2.20. Hence we can apply Theorem 2.20, and its conclusion is
exactly our desired statement. 
3. Modules
In this section, we assume that R is an associative algebra such that there are finitely
many finite simple R-modules, and we letM1, . . .Mm be representatives of these isomorphism
classes, pairwise non-isomorphic.
Let I be the intersection in R of the annihilators of the finite simple R-modules. Because
R/I is a product of finite simple algebras, every R/I-module is a product of finite simple
R-modules, and so has the form
∏m
i=1M
ei
i for e1, . . . em ∈ N.
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Lemma 3.1. Let µ˜ be a measure on the set of isomorphism classes of modules
∏m
i=1M
ei
i
and let µ˜t be a sequence of such measures.
Assume that for all k1, . . . , km ∈ N we have
(25)
∞∑
e1,...,em=0
SurR
(
m∏
i=1
Meii ,
m∏
i=1
Mkii
)
µ˜
(
m∏
i=1
Meii
)
= O
(
O(1)
∑m
i=1 ki
)
and
(26) lim
t→∞
∞∑
e1,...,em=0
SurR
(
m∏
i=1
Meii ,
m∏
i=1
Mkii
)
µ˜t
(
m∏
i=1
Meii
)
=
∞∑
e1,...,em=0
SurR
(
m∏
i=1
Meii ,
m∏
i=1
Mkii
)
µ˜
(
m∏
i=1
Meii
)
.
Then for all kj+1, . . . , km ∈ N we have
(27) lim
t→∞
µ˜t(0) = µ˜(0).
Proof. The proof is almost word-for-word identical to the combination of the proofs of Lem-
mas 2.6, 2.7, 2.8, and 2.9, except that we replace every occurrence of “finite simple [H ′]-
group” in those lemmas with “finite simple R-module”, we replace Sur[H′] with SurR, and
in Lemma 2.6 we ignore the non-abelian case. (The analogues of Lemmas 2.3 and 2.5 are
immediate in this setting.) Hence we do not repeat the proof. 
Definition 3.2. ForM a finite R-module, and µ a measure on the set of isomorphism classes
of finite R-modules, we define a measure µM on the set of R/I-modules N by
µM(N) =
∫
|{pi : X →M surjective | (ker pi)/I ∼= N}| dµ(X).
Lemma 3.3. For µ a measure on the set of isomorphism classes of finite R-modules, we
have
µM(0) = |Aut(M)|µ(H).
Proof. A surjection X →M is an isomorphism if and only if its kernel is zero, so
|{pi : X → M surjective|(ker pi)/I ∼= 0}|
is the number of isomorphisms of X with M , and thus vanishes for X 6= M and equals
|Aut(M)| for X =M . 
Lemma 3.4. Let X and M be finite R-modules and fix k1, . . . , km,∈ N. Let N =
∏m
i=1M
ki
i
. The number of pairs of a surjection pi : X → N and a surjection f : ker pi/I → N is equal
to ∑
0→N→M ′→M→0
SurR(X,M
′)
|Hom(M,N)|
where the sum is over isomorphism classes of exact sequences of R-modules.
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Proof. Because N is an R/I-module, surjections f : ker pi/I → N are in bijection with
surjections f : ker pi → N , which we will use for the remainder of the proof.
We check that there is a bijection between (isomorphism classes of) pairs of a surjection
pi : X → M and f : ker pi → N and (isomorphism classes of) pairs of an exact sequence
0 → N → M ′ → M → 0 with a surjection X → M ′. We will then deduce the counting
formula.
Given surjections pi : X → M and f : ker pi → N , we can define M ′ = X/(ker pi). The
filtration (ker pi) ⊆ (ker f) ⊆ X gives an exact sequence 0 → N → M ′ → M → 0 where we
use M = X/(ker f) and M ′ = (ker pi)/(ker f). We then have a surjection X → M ′ because
M ′ is a quotient of X .
Conversely, given an exact sequence 0 → N → M ′ → M → 0 and a surjection X → N ,
the composition X → M ′ → M is a surjection, and its kernel is X×M 0 = X×M ′ (M
′×M 0) =
X ×M ′ N and thus surjects onto N .
It is not too hard to check that these operations are inverse.
Finally, note that the number of isomorphism classes of pairs of an exact sequence 0 →
N →M ′ → M → 0 with a surjection X → M ′ is equal to the sum over isomorphism classes
of exact sequences of the number of surjections X →M ′, up to automorphisms of that exact
sequence. The automorphisms of the exact sequence are Hom(M,N), and they act freely on
surjections, so we simply divide the count by |Hom(M,N)|. 
Lemma 3.5. For µ a measure on the set of isomorphism classes of finite R-modules, M a
finite R-module, and N =
∏m
i=1M
ki
i , we have∫
SurR(S,N)dµ
M(S) =
∑
0→N→M ′→M→0
∫
SurR(X,M
′)dµ(X)/|Hom(M,N)|.
Proof. We have∫
SurR(S,N)dµ
M(S) =
∫ ∑
pi:X→M surjective
SurR((ker pi)/I,N)dµ(X)
=
∫ ∑
0→N→M ′→M→0
SurR(X,M
′)
|Hom(M,N)|
dµ(X) =
∑
0→N→M ′→M→0
∫
SurR(X,M
′)dµ(X)/|Hom(M,N)|
where the first identity is by definition, the second is Lemma 3.4, and the third exchanges
the integral with a sum of nonnegative functions. 
Theorem 3.6. Let R be an associative algebra. Assume that there are finitely many iso-
morphism classes of finite simple R-modules and that Ext1-groups between finite R-modules
are finite.
Let µ be a measure on the set of isomorphism classes of finite R-modules. Let µt be a
sequence of measures on the same set. Assume that, for M a finite R-module,
(28) lim
t→∞
∫
SurR(X,M)dµt(X) =
∫
SurR(X,M)dµ(X).
and
(29)
∫
SurR(X,M)dµ(X) = O(|M |
O(1))
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Then for all finite R-modules M we have
(30) lim
t→∞
µt(M) = µ(M).
Proof. Let us check that the hypotheses of Lemma 3.1 apply to the measures µM and µMt .
By applying Lemma 3.5 to µ and µt, we have
lim
t→∞
∫
SurR(S,N)dµ
M
t (S) = lim
t→∞
∑
0→N→M ′→M→0
∫
SurR(X,M
′)dµt(X)/|Hom(M,N)|
=
∑
0→N→M ′→M→0
lim
t→∞
∫
SurR(X,M
′)dµt(X)/|Hom(M,N)
=
∑
0→N→M ′→M→0
∫
SurR(X,M
′)dµ(X)/|Hom(M,N) =
∫
SurR(S,N)dµ
M(S)
where we use the assumed finiteness of Ext1 to exchange the sum with a limit and also the
assumed (28) to calculate the limit. This verifies the assumption (26) of Lemma 3.1.
By Lemma 3.5 and assumption (29) we have∫
SurR(S,N)dµ
M(S) =
∑
0→N→M ′→M→0
∫
SurR(X,M
′)dµ(X)/|Hom(M,N)
(31) =
∑
0→N→M ′→M→0
O(|M ′|O(1)/|Hom(M,N)|.
For N =
∏m
i=1M
ki
i ,
|M ′| = |M ||N | = |M |
m∏
i=1
|Mi|
ki = O
(
O(1)
∑m
i=1 ki
)
,
and the number of terms is
|Ext1(M,N)| =
m∏
i=1
|Ext1(M,Mi)|
k1 = O
(
O(1)
∑m
i=1 ki
)
,
so the total sum (31) is O
(
O(1)
∑m
i=1 ki
)
, giving the assumption (25) of (3.1).
So we may apply Lemma 3.1, obtaining
lim
t→∞
µMt (1) = µ
M(1),
which by Lemma 3.3, applied to both µ and µt, gives our desired (30). 
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